Introduction.
In this paper we investigate the asymptotic behavior of solutions of certain rath order nonhomogeneous linear ordinary differential equations, £l(y) = c/>, near a singular point at oo. The class of rath order linear differential operators, 12, treated here consists roughly of those whose coefficients are complex functions, defined and analytic in unbounded sectorial regions, and have asymptotic expansions as x-> oo in terms of real (but not necessarily integral) powers of x and/or functions (called trivial) which are of smaller rate of growth (-<) than all powers of x as x-> =°. ( We are using here the concept of asymptotic equivalence (<~) as x-»«> and the order relations "-<" introduced in [3, §13] . However, it should be noted (see [3, §128(g) ]) that the class of operators treated here includes as a special case those operators where no requirement is imposed except that each coefficient be analytic and have an asymptotic expansion (in the customary sense) of the form >~1 C,x~x? with Xy real and Xy--»+oo as/-**.
(A summary of the necessary definitions from [3] appears in §2 below.)
In [5] , Strodt showed that if c/> is a nontrivial analytic function which also possesses, as x-* 00, an asymptotic expansion in terms of real powers of x and/or trivial functions, then the equation £2(y) -<p has at least one solution y0 which is ~ to a logarithmic monomial (i.e., a function of the form Axao(log x)ai(log log x)a2 • • • (log, x)"q for complex K^O and real af) and such that if/^Cy0, then Q(f)~<<b.
(A solution with these two properties is called a principal solution in [3, §69] and is clearly of minimal rate of growth at 00.)
In this paper we consider the case where <j> is any function ~ to a logarithmic monomial, and we show in §3 that the equation fl(y) =c6 always has a principal solution. As a corollary ( §5) we apply a result proved in [l, §12] to obtain a representation theorem for those solutions of Q(y) -<j> which are -< some power of x. Our method of proving §3 consists of first obtaining a sufficiently close approximate solution by successive integrations of a factored equation, and then using the approximate solution to transform the equation into one in which an exact solution can be obtained using [4, §99] .
negative real-valued function g on (0, ib -a)/2), let Vig) be the union (over SEiO, ib-a)/2)) of all sectors a+S <arg(x-/f(S)) <b-8 where A(5)=g (5) [3, §13] . If/is analytic in some Vig), then/-K) in Fia, b) means that for any e>0, there is a gi such that |/(x)| <e for all xEV(gi). /-<1 means that in addition to /-*0, all functions 0//-»0 where Ojf = x log x • • • logy_ix/' and where 0f is the /feth iteration of the operator Qj. Then /i-</2, /i~/s, fi~fi mean respectively fi/fi-<l, /1 -fi-<fi and fi^cfi for some constant c^O. If/---c, we write/(00) =c, while if/-<l, we write/(»)= 0. If Tkf = x"o(log x)al • • • (log, x)* for some r and Tkf is not constant, then by [3, §28] 
If f~M, then 8kif) will denote ak. If j^*, then s,-,-(a) will denote the elementary symmetric function of degree i in a, a-1,
(c) [3, §49] . A logarithmic domain of rank zero (briefly an LD/) over Fia, b) is a complex vector space E of functions (each analytic in some Vig)) which contains the constants and such that any finite linear combination of elements of E, with coefficients which for some 3^0 are functions of the form cxao(log x)"i • • • (log, x)"* (for real a/), is either ~toa function of this latter form or is trivial. (2) If yo is a solution of £2(y) =<p such that yo~AT in some F(ax, bx), then for any function f which is ~<yo in F(ax, bx), we have fl(/)^<</> in F(ax, bx). In particular, among all solutions of Hl(y)=<p in F(ax, bx), y0 is of minimal rate of growth at <*>.
Proof of part (2) . We consider fi(y) -Q and apply the algorithm introduced in [3, §66] which produces the set of those logarithmic monomials A (called principal monomials in [3, §67] ) such that fi(A)~<2 and 0(/)K<2 whenever f-<N. For U(y)-Q we find by applying the algorithm that AT" is the unique principal monomial. Hence if f<M, then Q(f)<Q. Since y0~M and <p~Q, part (2) clearly follows.
The proof of part (1) will be based on a sequence of lemmas and will be concluded in §6. Proof.
Under the change of variable y=xxoz and multiplication by x-xo, the equation xy' -yy=\p becomes (1) xz' + (Xo -y)z = ih where ipo = x^mp. Let A0=x_xoA. The proof is divided into three cases.
Case A. Re(X0-7)^0.
In this case, under z = No+N0w and division by (X0-7)A0, equation (1) becomes, (2) x(X0 -7)"V +f(x)w = g(x), where /<~1 (since xA0' -<No by a simple calculation) and where g^.1 since (X0 -y)N~$.
Thus (2) is normal in the sense of [3, §83] with divergence monomial (X0-7)x_1. Since cf = Re(X0-7)^0, it follows from [3, §111] (when d>0) and [3, §117] (when d<0) that (2) possesses a solution w0-<l in Fia, b). Then clearly y*=xxo(7V0+7VoWo) is 7V and satisfies the equation xy' -yy=\f/.
Case B. X0=7.
Thus (1) is of the form z' =x~1ip0-With TV as defined in (b) above, it is proved in [2, p. 272 ] that for some constant A, Zo^A+f^x'tyo is ~A7 in 77a, b). Hence if y* = xx°Zo, then y* satisfies the conclusion.
Case C. Re(X0-7)=0 and X0t£7.
In this case, (1) may be written xz'-cxiz=\p0 where o-= i(X0-7) is a nonzero real number. Under z= -iai^vl/^+w, this becomes xw'-aiw=\pi where ipi = i<ri)~1x\f'o ■ Since ^o-<(Iog x)xi+1/2, ^1 -<(log x)xi~1/2 by §2(b), and hence ^1^0 since (log x)xi_eK'r'o for all e>0. Under w= -iai)~lipi+u, we obtain xu' -aiu=\p2 where by §2(b), yp2<(log x)xi-3'2 (thus \f>2-<fo since ^o^(log x)xi~' for all e>0).
Clearly this process can be repeated so as to make the constant term -<(log x)a for a as small as desired. Hence there is a function f~ -(<n')_tyo in Fia, b) such that under z=f+v, equation (1) becomes (3) xv' -civ = d>i where </>i is chosen so that,
where/ = l+max{0, -2Xi}.
The technique we now employ to prove the existence of a solution v0~<f of (3) L(x, p)p~1<px(px)dp is uniformly convergent on Ex and thus represents an analytic function there (e.g., [7, p. 100] ) whose derivative may be calculated by differentiating under the integral sign. In view of (5), clearly (8) |»0(*)| ^ (2/0(log |x|)-"2 on Ei and hence v0-*0 in F(a, b). Differentiating (7), we see easily that vd -aix~1Vo=x~1<pi in Ex, so v0 is a solution of (3). Successively differentiating (7) and using (6), we see that for all j L(x, p)p-1(6'<bx)(xp)dp (where, for example, (6<px) (xp) = xpc&Z (xp) etc.) in Ex. Since <px -<(log x)-1-"2, it follows (see §2(b)) that d'<f>i-<(log x)-^"-"2 in (11). Now for all e>0, G-<(log x)1+' so (see §2(b)) 0J'C7-<(log x)w+' for each/. Hence, by (11), for each a and j we have Gaj-<(log x)a+ej for all e>0. Now t is a fixed positive number and so for each given a and /, we have, by taking e = t/5j, that G"y-<(log x)a+tli. Hence there exist SaiEF(a, b) and constants d(a,j) such that on Sai;
\Gai(x)\ ^d(a,j)(log | x| )«+'/".
Thus by (9) and (10) Since v0 solves (3), we have
Since v0-<l, xv£ -<(log x)_1. Thus since <piK(log x)~1-"2, we have by (13) that i>0-<(log x)_1. Hence xz7-<(log x)~2, and so if -l-t/2 < -2, we have vQ~<ilog x)~2. Continuing this way, if m is the greatest integer <l+t/2, then j;0^C(log x)~m, and so since m + l^l+t/2, we have by (13) terial. Let <p*=bP1<p and let Q*=b~1Q. We solve $(y)=0 by successive integrations on b~1$=<f>* using §4, and we adopt the following notation.
We let yi be any solution of xy'-aiy=<p* given by §4. Since yi is ~ to a logarithmic monomial, we let y2 be any solution of xy'-a2y=yi given by §4. In general, yi+i is any solution of xy' -aj+iy=yj (lfsj^p -1) given by §4. Then clearly y*=yP solves $(y) =4>-We will show y*~M. Since 6i(yi)=0, we find by continuing up to r using §4(b) that yr~((r-l)!)_1(log x)r_1yi. We now continue using §4(a) and find that yP~bp(Fir)(ffo)/ri)-1yr.
Since ( So(#3y*) ^X for each / Letting e>0 be such that S0(wi) < -e for each i, we have (1) 8o(r(y*)) < X -e.
We now utilize a technique employed by Strodt in [5] which we outline here for the reader's convenience. Let H={a:
F(a)=0}. Then if q is a real number not in TT and we let kt= (F(q))~1, it is easily seen that the principal monomial of Q(y) -xq is kqxq. Hence if we let A"(co) =x~"fi (&,x3co) We now fix s and we fix a principal factorization sequence for A, (which may be exceptional).
By the above relation, y* is a zero of C*Aqiy) if and only if iq -s)x~1+y* is a zero of CfAs(y), and so it easily follows from the previous discussion that except for finitely many real q, A3(w) possesses a nonexceptional principal factorization sequence. Thus we have outlined the proof given in [5] that there is a finite set G of real numbers such that for any real number q$zG, Ag(co) is unimajoral and possesses a nonexceptional principal factorization sequence.
In our case here, we choose a real number q(£G such that X -e <g<X, and let (Fi, • • • , V") he a nonexceptional principal fac-
